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Wireless sensor networks are envisioned to play a very important role in the Internet of Things in near future and therefore the
challenges associated with wireless sensor networks have attracted researchers from all around the globe. A common issue which
is well studied is how to restore network connectivity in case of failure of single or multiple nodes. Energy being a scarce resource
in sensor networks drives all the proposed solutions to connectivity restoration to be energy efficient. In this paper we introduce
an intelligent on-demand connectivity restoration technique for wireless sensor networks to address the connectivity restoration
problem, where nodes utilize their transmission range to ensure the connectivity and the replacement of failed nodes with their
redundant nodes. The proposed technique helps us to keep track of system topology and can respond to node failures effectively.
Thus our system can better handle the issue of node failure by introducing less overhead on sensor node, more efficient energy
utilization, better coverage, and connectivity without moving the sensor nodes.

1. Introduction

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) provide deployment of
low cost wireless nodes which are useful to collect and
measure data about a certain environment [1]. Wireless
sensor networks are designed to perform the task of sensing
in a specific environment and this requires the sensor nodes
to communicate with each other and with base station via
the sink node. As sensor nodes are generally deployed over
a very large area, so, direct communication between sensor
nodes and the end user is impractical. Therefore, nodes
rely on multihop communications for sending the sensed
information to the base station. Wireless sensor networks
are widely used in many application areas such as rescue
operations, habitat monitoring, structural monitoring, and
wild fire detection [1]. The sensor nodes are considered to
work in collaboration; thus the connectivity of sensor nodes

is given prime importance and node failure can cause the
network’s malfunction. Due to this the network can get
disconnected and as a result information cannot be sent to
the end user which compromises the basic aim of the wireless
sensor network. In order to address this issue, researchers
have proposed various mechanisms to restore the network
connectivity. One possible solution to the problem is to
replace the failed nodes with new nodes. However, this
solution is impractical in most of the cases as sensor nodes
are usually deployed in areas where human intervention
is minimal. Therefore, replacing the failed nodes with the
new nodes is often not possible. The second solution that
is proposed in the literature [2–5] is that the sensor nodes
relocate themselves in order to restore connectivity. We also
consider the second solution and propose a new algorithm
that is capable of restoring the network connectivity by
relocation of nodes.
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Usually, WSNs are deployed in harsh environments;
therefore, the connectivity and coverage of sensor nodes
play a vital role during the lifespan of the network. Since
the energy, computation, and communication resources of
a sensor node are typically constrained, a large set of
sensor nodes are required to cover the targeted area and
increase the reliability of collected data. After successful
deployment of sensor nodes in an area of interest, nodes
are expected to stay connected to each other and form
a network. Network connectivity guarantees sensor nodes
to perform their task and to forward their data to sink
nodes or to a base station (BS) that serves as a gateway to
remote centers. The effectiveness of WSNs mainly relies on
intersensor and sensor-BS connectivity which should sustain
all the time. However, node failure causes an interruption in
the network and degrades its operations. A nodemay fail due
to external circumstances, hardware malfunction or because
of constrained energy and power resources. This failure can
limit the communication of some nodes, disconnect them
from the network, and make them unreachable from some
of their neighboring nodes.

In this paper we present a hybrid approach IDCRWSN
(Intelligent on-Demand Connectivity Restoration for Wire-
less Sensor Networks), which consists of a model that per-
forms in collaboration between two sections: CT (Care Taker)
and ODS (On-Demand System). The neighboring nodes of
each sensor node are care taker for that node. Therefore,
each sensor node maintains a list of 1-hop neighbors. ODS
consists of master keeper and slave keeper nodes. Master
keeper is a powerful node having more processing, storage
and energy resources. Slave keepers are capable of moving
on demand and each one has a powerful sensor node in
the shutdown state at the time of deployment. These nodes
possess distinguished features in terms of power, energy,
and processing that increase the lifespan of the network.
Our proposed technique contains one master keeper node
which acts as a gateway to the base station. Three slave
keeper nodes are deployed which are also powerful nodes as
compared to sensor nodes, having more processing, power,
and energy resources. The sensor nodes are considered
to be heterogeneous; that is, it is assumed that some of
the nodes are relatively powerful in terms of energy and
transmission range. Sensor nodes make partial utilization of
their transmission range. Whenever a sensor node becomes
energy deficient, it broadcasts an alert message. As a result,
the neighboring node having sufficient energy increases
its transmission range in order to temporarily make up
for the energy deficient node. In the case that the entire
neighboring nodes become energy deficient and there is
no more neighboring node, having sufficient energy, the
affected node broadcasts a message to trigger ODS module.
ODS directs the master keeper and the slave keeper to take
part in the recovery process. The master keeper controls
and monitors the slave keepers. ODS will perform recovery
process in two circumstances. Firstly, on receiving out of the
energy message from the slave keeper, this in turn will alert
themaster keeper about failed node. Secondly, when the node
is declared failed due to any environmental circumstances,
slave keeper will send recovery request to the master keeper.

The major objective of the proposed technique is to achieve
less overhead, prolong network lifetime, and better energy
utilization.

The contribution of this paper can be summarized as
follows:

(i) We introduce a new energy and coverage-aware
connectivity restoration technique that ensures the
connectivity bymaking use of an adjustable transmis-
sion range of the neighboring nodes.

(ii) We compare our approach to other baseline
approaches and performed extensive simulations. By
analyzing the results, we observed that the proposed
technique outperforms the baseline approaches in
terms of connectivity and coverage restoration.

To the best of our knowledge, IDCRWSN is the effi-
cient model which adopted hybrid approach. The baseline
techniques make use of either distance or partially utilized
transmission range only. However, our approach is hybrid
because it makes use of both of the mentioned mechanisms
and addresses the problem of energy deficiency and node
failure by maintaining the connectivity and coverage. The
rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains
the existing works done so far. Section 3 presents research
method, Section 4 describes the results and analysis, and
finally Section 5 concludes the article.

2. Literature Review

A considerable amount of work has been done in different
aspects of connectivity restoration inWSN. Existing research
works show that the connectivity restoration techniques
so far introduced primarily deal with failure detection
and recovery. In [2], the authors proposed a connectivity
restoration technique called RIM (Recovery through Inward
Motion). RIM detects the failure of the nodes on the basis
of periodic hello messages from the neighboring nodes. All
the neighboring nodes participate in the recovery process
and move towards the failed node by using inward motion.
Though RIM is simple, it has a few limitations. For instance,
cascaded movement of all the neighbors towards the failed
nodemay cause the reduction in the coverage area.Moreover,
the movement of all neighboring nodes towards the failed
node is also an energy consuming task. This not only leads
to more energy consumption but also results in substantial
reduction in the coverage area.

Another coverage-aware connectivity restoration tech-
nique, C3R (Coverage Conscious Connectivity Restoration)
proposed in [3], guarantees the connectivity restoration by
temporarily repositioning the neighboring nodes to the failed
node’s position, one at a time. C3Rmakes schedule for neigh-
boring nodes in order to participate in the recovery process.
The neighboring nodes follow the prescribed schedule and
each neighbor moves closer to the failed node’s position and
serves for some time. Before repositioning the failed node,
each neighbor directs its neighboring nodes to follow the
alternate path, if available, for routing sensed data, otherwise
buffer the data and wait for it to come back. After giving
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services for some time, each neighbor returns back to its
original position, letting other neighbors of the failed node
to take its position. This process executes recursively, and
the network remains connected. Although the solution given
in C3R, seems promising, it has few limitations. The partic-
ipating neighboring nodes move back and forth to restore
the connectivity, which causes more energy consumption,
message overhead, and also causing some nodes to be in
waiting state.

The VCR (Volunteer-instigated Connectivity Restora-
tion) proposed in [4] detects the failure of actor nodes
by sending heartbeat messages. It engages the immediate
neighbors of the failed actor node to restore the connectivity
of the network, based on proximity and partially utilized
transmission range. The VCR only selects the nearest neigh-
bors during the connectivity restoration process, which limits
the cascaded movement of the neighboring nodes towards
the failed actor node. Though, the VCR limits the cascaded
movement of neighboring nodes in static environment, but in
amore dynamic environment, it cannot guarantees the reduc-
tion in the cascaded movement. Moreover, the VCR only
favors the nearest neighbors to take part in the connectivity
restoration process, regardless of checking their energy levels.
This can lead the low energy nodes to take part in connectivity
restoration process, which can result in more node failures in
the network.

The PADRA (Partition Detection and Recovery Algo-
rithm) proposed in [5] detects the cut-vertex nodes in
advance that can cause possible partitioning in the network.
Once all the cut-vertex nodes are identified, appropriate
neighbor is selected for each cut-vertex node to handle its
failure.The designated neighbor replaces the failed node with
the node whose replacement does not partition the network
into disjoint segments. The replacement causes cascaded
movement of all the neighboring nodes which take part in the
connectivity restoration process. PADRA causesmore energy
consumption due to the fact that all participating nodesmove
during the connectivity restoration process.

The aforementioned techniques involve all neighboring
nodes of the failed node to participate in the connectivity
restoration process, which causes the large number of nodes
to bemoved.As a result the coverage area is reduced andmore
energy is consumed. To overcome this issue, our proposed
technique IDCRWSN efficiently exploits the neighboring
nodes by considering the energy level and partially utilized
transmission range together; hence it is capable of restoring
the network connectivity with minimal movement of nodes
and efficient utilization of energy.

As discussed earlier, WSNs are deployed in a harsh
environment and there is amore chance of large scale damage
and security attacks [6], which causes disjoint segments in
the network. As an example, sensor nodes deployed in the
battlefield area can be partitioned into disjoint segments
by explosives. Thus, the remaining sensor nodes in the
vicinity are unable to communicate due to disjoint partitions.
Therefore, to make the WSN operational again, restoring
intersegment connectivity is crucial. In [7], two classifications
of heuristics to restore the connectivity of disjoint segments

are discussed; the first type places extra relay nodes to
establish the connectivity, whereas, the second one uses
mobile agents to transport data between disjoint segments.

A distributed restoration algorithm called ORNP (Opti-
mal Relay Node Placement) proposed in [8] efficiently min-
imizes the relay node (RN) count while restoring the con-
nectivity of segmented WSNs. ORNP makes use of Voronoi
partition to subdivide the area of interest into clusters. Cluster
head and cluster members are chosen in each Voronoi cell.
While the entire network becomes segmented, the proposed
ORNP technique finds a sensor node that is covered by
at least two distinct cluster heads. Sensor node, now acts
as a relay node to associate disjoint segments. The number
of disjoint segments is further decreased by applying the
3-star technology which recursively deploys one RN for
every three disjoint segments. Finally, the center of mass
(CoM) is calculated for the smallest polygon which contains
all remaining disjoint segments. The RNs are then placed
towards the CoM to accomplish the connectivity of the
entire network. The OAAS (obstacle avoidance connectivity
restoration strategy based on Straight Skeleton) connectivity
restoration technique, while considering the existence of
obstacles for WSNs, works in three phases [9]. During the
first phase, the modified minimum spanning tree (MST)
construction algorithm, namely, Ad-Prim, is applied for
the selection of representatives in order to establish the
intercomponent connection. Obstacle-avoid algorithm (OA)
is executed in phase two, to construct the shortest paths
around obstacles. In the last phase, minimum numbers
of RNs are deployed with the help of Straight Skeleton
Based SMT (Steiner Minimal Tree) Construction Algorithm
(SSIC). A novel technique, namely, BIND (Boundary-aware
optimized Interconnection ofDisjoint segments) proposed in
[10], overcomes the shortcomings of SMT (SteinerMinimum
Tree) based solution to find the least number of relay
nodes to restore the connectivity of a partitioned network.
The Connectivity Restoration with Assured Fault Tolerance
(CRAFT) algorithm proposed in [11] attempts to form a
Backbone Polygon (BP) around the center of the damaged
network area where no partition lies inside. Relay Nodes
(RNs) that provide enhanced coverage and connectivity in the
targeted area at low cost are then deployed to connect each
outer partition to the BP through two nonoverlapping paths
to restore the connectivity of the network.

A hybrid recovery strategy based on random terrain
(HRSRT) to restore the connectivity of damaged WSNs is
proposed in [12]. The influence of realistic terrain is planned
bymapping the area of interest into a grid of equal sized cells.
Aweight𝜔(c) is assigned to each cell c that represents the cor-
responding terrain influence within.The weight 𝜔(P) of each
path P is calculated by accumulating the weight of each cell
𝜔(c) along path P. In this way, the weighted complete graph
Kn is constructed by considering minimum weight paths
between segments. A random terrain based path planning
algorithm (RTPP) is developed on Kn to initiate connectivity
restoration tour T formobile data collectors (MDCs). During
the connectivity restoration, 𝜔(T) is proportional to the cost
for data collection and aggregation. The number of MDCs
may be one or more than one, resulting in two different relay
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nodes deployment strategies, that is, an optimized relay node
deployment (ORND) and RND (Relay Nodes Deployment)
to take part in connectivity restoration. The main objective
of these strategies is to minimize the energy cost for data
collection and aggregation. In [13], the authors contributed
a connectivity restoration technique SACR (Survivability-
Aware Connectivity Restoration) for partitioned WSNs with
the help of mobile nodes. The proposed SACR technique
connects the partitioned segments of the damaged network
by considering data load levels of disjoint segments. A group
of moveable nodes are moved between different disjoint
segments and an appropriate location of these isolated
segments is found in order to stop the moveable nodes.
Once the location of isolated segments is traced, a relay
partition is created for every isolated segment to restore the
connectivity. In [14], the authors designed a robot control
strategy to provide a connected path from the area of interest
to the base station. The main objective is to discover a
minimumdistancewith less number of hop counts formobile
robots, such that the network connectivity remains unbroken.
The proposed strategy consists of two algorithms. The first
algorithm identifies the nearest robot to the event area and
allocates it to the event location.Then, the algorithm searches
the nearest nonconnected robot and forwards it to the
transmission range of any of the connected component with
already allocated robot. The algorithm executes recursively
until the entire network is connected. The second algorithm
optimally finds the locations for minimizing the hop count
from the base station to the event area.

In this paper, we focus on restoring the connectivity of
the network with a minimum number of nodes to be moved
during relocation along with efficient energy utilization.
The baseline schemes which are discussed above require
a large numbers of nodes to be moved towards the failed
node’s position. This results in consuming more energy. So
to the best of our knowledge IDCRWSN is the efficient
model which adopted hybrid approach and addresses the
problem of failure detection and recovery by maintaining the
connectivity and coverage intact.

3. Research Method

3.1. Problem Formulation. IDCRWSN can be applied to the
system having features like stationary sensor nodes sur-
rounded by slave keepers having a master keeper controlling
unit. Slave keepers are supposed to move on demand and are
mobile. They are connected to master keeper as well as with
each other and neighboring nodes. We take the following set
of assumptions in our model:

(i) N sensor nodes are randomly deployed in an area of
interest.

(ii) Deployed sensor nodes remain static in the monitor-
ing area. It means that all the sensor nodes in the
network other than slave keepers are static, so, they
do not move from their initial position.

(iii) The communication range of a sensor node is “rc”,
whereas rc/2 is half of the communication range.

(iv) Although deployment will be random, as slave keeper
can move on demand, so each slave keeper is sup-
posed to be at an equal distance of rc/2 from its
neighboring nodes.

(v) Interslave communication will not affect the commu-
nication of sensor nodes.

(vi) Master keeper will have the knowledge of the exact
location of each node and slave keeper at the time of
deployment and when any node is declared dead; it
will update its network topology information.

(vii) Slave keeper can move only on demand, when com-
mands are given by master keeper and the alert
message from neighboring sensor nodes.

(viii) Adjacent nodes having rc/2 as distance between them
are supposed to be the caretaker of each other and are
supposed to help in temporary relocating node.

(ix) The initial energy of deployed sensor nodes will be
same, that is, 𝐸max = 20 Jouls (J).

(x) The energy consumption of the deployed sensor
nodes is not uniform.

(xi) In case one node is running out of energy and the
neighboring node failed to fulfill the recovery, then
the query goes to master keeper, and it will give
priority to failed node relocation.

3.2. Energy Model. We have assumed the energy model
depicted in [15] to transmit and receive a 𝛽-bit data packet
over distance 𝑑. The energy consumption of a sensor node
when it transmits a 𝛽-bit data packet over distance 𝑑 is
calculated as

𝐸𝑇𝑥 (𝛽, 𝑑) =
{
{
{

(𝐸elec + 𝜀𝑓𝑠𝑑2) 𝛽 𝑑 < 𝑑∘
(𝐸elec + 𝜀𝑚𝑝𝑑4) 𝛽 𝑑 ≥ 𝑑∘,

(1)

where 𝛽 is the size of the data packet expressed in bits, 𝜀𝑓𝑠
is the energy required by the radio frequency (RF) amplifier
in free space, and 𝜀𝑚𝑝 is the energy required by the radio
frequency (RF) in multipath. 𝐸elec is the energy consumption
per bit of the transmitter circuitry.

The energy consumption of a sensor node to receive a 𝛽-
bit data is given by

𝐸𝑅𝑥 (𝛽) = 𝐸𝑅𝑥−elec𝛽, (2)

where 𝐸𝑅𝑥−elec is the energy consumed per bit by the receiver
circuitry.

The remaining residual energy of a sensor node is given
by

𝐸reng (𝑛) = 𝐸max − 𝐸𝑇𝑥 (𝛽, 𝑑) − 𝐸𝑅𝑥 (𝛽) . (3)

3.3. System Model. We consider fifteen stationary sensor
nodes, three slave keepers, and one master keeper along with
one sink node as shown in Figure 1. The sink node behaves
as a gateway to the base station. Slave keepers are capable of
moving on demand and each one having a powerful sensor
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Figure 1: Design of IDCRWSN.

node in the shutdown state at the time of deployment. The
master keeper controls and monitors the slave keepers. We
have applied centralized approach for the slave keepers with
respect to sensor nodes due to the fact that each slave keeper
monitors the sensor nodes associated with it.

Once sensor nodes are randomly deployed, the slave
keeper nodes are subject to arrange themselves in predefined
order with sensor nodes. This is done after the command
arrange soon is broadcasted by the master keeper to the slave
keepers. As soon as the slave keepers receive the message,
they start moving and come at a fixed distance of rc/2 from
a maximum of five sensor nodes. So in this way, three
clusters are formed. After the formation of the network, slave
keepers will send the arranged order message to the master
keeper containing the network topology of their associated
sensor nodes. Master keeper will now track and save the
network topology until any change occurs. Note that master
keeper can also move on demand and deployed sensor nodes
partially utilize their transmission range. Sensor nodes will
send heart beatmessages to each other in order to know about
the status of each other and to make sure that the network is
alive.

According to (3), the deployed sensor nodes will calculate
their remaining residual energy 𝐸reng(𝑛) and if the energy
𝐸reng(𝑛) of any sensor node 𝑛𝑖 is less than 𝐸threshold, it
will broadcast the energy alert message to its neighboring
nodes. The neighboring node which has sufficient energy
will broadcast recovery offered message and will increase its
transmission range instead of moving towards the energy
deficit sensor node. In this way the neighboring node will
temporarily recover the energy deficit sensor node.When the
recovery node itself is running out of energy it will broadcast

energy defficiency message to slave keeper. The slave keeper
will then alert the master keeper by sending activity time
message. Now master keeper will direct the concerned slave
keeper to replace the failed node by its redundant node.
Slave keeper will perform this activity when it will receive
activity granted message from master keeper. The energy
deficit node will send recovery timemessage to its redundant
node so that the redundant node can change its state from
shutdown to active state and slave keeper will replace this
node at the failed node’s location. After every fixed time
interval “𝑡” the slave keepers are responsible to update their
status to master keeper. Figure 2 depicts failure detection
and the recovery process, whereas the steps involved in
IDCRWSN technique are given in Algorithm 1.

3.4. Complexity Analysis

3.4.1. Time Complexity. The time complexity of Algorithm 1
depends on the number of slave keepers, sensor nodes,
and the process of energy calculation for each sensor node.
Suppose that

the number of slave keepers = s,
the number of sensor nodes associatedwith each slave
keeper = n,
process of energy calculation for each sensor node =
E.

Once the master keeper passes the signal to the slave
keepers, they send the signal to the associated sensor nodes.
Now the sensor nodes will compare the residual energy with
threshold energy. If all the sensor nodes of every slave keeper
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Figure 2: Node failure detection and recovery in IDCRWSN: (a) node 5 failure; (b) node 1 offering recovery by increasing its transmission
range; (c) recovery node running out of energy; (d) master keeper directs slave keeper to recover node 5 and node 1 failure; (e) replacement
of failed nodes 5 and 1 by their redundant nodes.
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Input: Area, Rc, n
Output: Connectivity restored
(1) Begin
(2) Set ni
(3) For each node ni do
(4) Calculate (𝐸reng(𝑛𝑖))
(5) if (𝐸reng(𝑛𝑖)) < 𝐸threshold then
(6) //Send energy alert message to neighboring nodes (Nbrj)
(7) energy alert (Nbrj)
(8) For each neighboring node Nbrj of ni
(9) //Neighboring node will increase its transmission range
(10) recovery offered (Nbrj)
(11) end if
(12) if 𝐸reng(𝑁𝑏𝑟𝑗) < 𝐸threshold then
(13) Send energy defficiencymessage to slave keeper
(14) Send activity timemessage to master keeper
(15) Send activity grantedmessage from master keeper
(16) //Slave keeper will replace failed nodes with their redundant nodes
(17) Replace Failed Node (nf)
(18) end if

Algorithm 1: Node failure and recovery in IDCRWSN.

have sufficient energy, then the total number of iterations
(best score) required to execute the algorithm is (n × E). If
the number of slave keepers is s, then the total executions
required will be {(n × E) × s}. In worst case, if the energy
of each sensor node is less than threshold energy, then the
total number of iterations (worst score) required to execute
the algorithm is {(n × E) × (n − 1)} × s.

The nature of our proposed algorithm is polynomial. The
outer loop executes for each slave keeper and nested loop
is executed for every sensor node assigned to current slave
keeper. In terms of Big-𝑂 notation, the complexity of the
Algorithm 1 is 𝑂(𝑛2).

4. Results and Analysis

Theeffectiveness of IDCRWSN is validated through extensive
simulations. This section depicts the simulation environ-
ment, performance metrics, baseline approaches, simulation
results, and analysis.

4.1. Simulation Environment, Performance Metrics, and Base-
line Approaches. The simulation experiments are performed
on a discrete event simulator, called OMNeT++. All the
protocols are implemented in a simulation framework of
OMNeT++, called INET [16].The experiments are conducted
in 600m× 600m square area.The number of nodes deployed
in an area of interest ranges from 20 to 200 nodes. We have
simulated several configurations with varying the number of
nodes and communication ranges.

4.1.1. Simulation Parameters. The following simulation
parameters are used to perform the experiments:

(i) 𝑁: the number of nodes that are deployed in the
simulation area.

Table 1: Simulation parameters.

Parameters Values
Number of nodes (𝑁) 100–200
Area 600 × 600m2
Communication range 225m
Sensing range 10m
𝐸threshold 0.5 J
Initial energy of sensor nodes (𝐸max) 20 J

(ii) The area in which the sensor nodes are deployed.
(iii) The communication range of all the sensor nodes in

the network which ensures the network’s connectivity
and coverage.

(iv) The sensing range of a node that ensures the node’s
coverage.

(v) The energy threshold (𝐸threshold) which ensures the
minimum energy level of a sensor node.

(vi) The initial energy of sensor nodes (𝐸max) is the maxi-
mum energy level of all the sensor nodes during the
initial deployment.

All aforementioned simulation parameters and their
associated values are given in Table 1.

4.1.2. Performance Metrics. The performance of IDCRWSN
is evaluated using the following metrics:

(i) The number of nodes moved during the connectivity
restoration process which describes the scope of
recovery.

(ii) The coverage reduction performance metric evaluates
the percentage of reduction in the coverage field
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Table 2: Exchanged messages in IDCRWSN algorithm.

Message Types Description
arrange soon Master keeper and slave keeper
arranged order Slave keeper and master keeper
energy alert Sensor node to neighboring node
recovery offered Neighbor node to energy depleting node
energy defficiency Recovery neighboring node to slave keeper and neighbor node
activity time Slave keeper to master keeper
activity granted Master keeper to concerned slave keeper
recovery time Slave keeper to its redundant sensor node
arranged order Slave keeper and master keeper
energy alert Sensor node to neighboring node
recovery offered Neighbor node to energy depleting node

Table 3: Compared baseline approaches.

Algorithm Nodes Deployment Nodes participation in
connectivity restoration Objective

VCR Random Immediate neighbors based on
proximity

Connectivity restoration with minimum
number of nodes to be moved

C3R Random All neighbors Coverage-awareness in the connectivity
restoration process

relative to its prefailure level during the connectivity
restoration process.

(iii) The total distance moved by the participating sensor
nodes in the connectivity restoration process that
ensures the efficiency of IDCRWSN.

(iv) The number of exchanged packets during connectivity
restoration process evaluates the recovery process
overhead. Exchanged messages during the execution
of IDCRWSN algorithm are given in Table 2.

4.1.3. Baseline Techniques. The performance of IDCRWSN
is compared to C3R (Coverage Conscious Connectivity
Restoration) and VCR (Volunteer-instigated Connectivity
Restoration). C3R strives to restore the connectivity and
ensures the coverage through involving one or multiple
neighbors of the failed node. All neighbors of the failed
node relocate themselves temporarily, one at a time, to
substitute the failed node. C3R does not deal with permanent
relocation of sensor nodes. VCR also involves neighbors of
the failed actor node to restore the connectivity. The main
criterion for restoration is based on proximity and partially
utilized transmission range of neighboring nodes. Baseline
approaches and their objectives are stated in Table 3.

4.2. SimulationResults andAnalysis. Theperformance results
are critically analyzed and compared between IDCRWSN
and baseline approaches C3R and VCR on different random
topologies by varying the number of nodes and communica-
tion range.

4.2.1. Number of Nodes Moved. Figure 3 shows the average
number of nodes moved during connectivity restoration

VCR
C3R
IDCRWSN
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Figure 3: Average number of nodes moved in VCR, C3R, and
IDCRWSN.

process. The simulation results show that, in case of C3R,
connectivity restoration in case of a node failure results in
moving more nodes. The major reason behind this is that,
in case of C3R, in order to recover the network, cascaded
relocation is needed. While in case of VCR we can also
see that failure recovery is done by moving more nodes
as compared to our proposed approach. This will result
in not only more coverage reduction but also more power
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Figure 4: Percentage reduction in field coverage.

consumption. Our proposed algorithm outperforms in terms
of number of nodes moved, as we introduce the stationary
nodes while only the caretaker will move only on demand.
As a result, the number of nodes moved for our proposed
algorithm is better as compared to C3R and VCR as shown
in Figure 3.

4.2.2. Coverage Reduction. Figure 4 shows how the coverage
is influenced by analyzing the percentage reduction in field
coverage. In case of C3R the cascaded relocation of nodes
causes the holes in coverage. In Figure 4, it can be seen
that if the radio range of the nodes increases, the percentage
reduction in the coverage also increases. In case of VCR, the
recovery through actor nodes also results in the topology
change and holes in the coverage. IDCRWSN limits the
coverage reduction more as compared to VCR and C3R.

4.2.3. Total Distance Moved during Relocation. Figure 5
shows the total distance moved by the nodes which are par-
ticipating in restoration of connectivity. Minimum distance
is moved by the slave keeper as on time of request from the
sensor nodes and master keeper. So IDCRWSN definitely
outperforms both C3R and VCR. In VCR the actor nodes
are power consuming as they are not confined to repair node
failurewithin certain range as shown in Figure 5, while inC3R
all neighboring nodes take part in the recovery process and
perform cascaded movement towards failed node.Therefore,
the total distance moved by the nodes during relocation is
more in C3R as shown in Figure 5. So, the performance
of IDCRWSN is better than C3R in terms of total distance
moved during relocation.

4.2.4. Number of Exchanged Packets. Figure 6 presents the
number of packets exchanged during connectivity restora-
tion in proposed and baseline techniques. After performing
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Figure 5: Nodes versus distance moved.
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Figure 6: Total number of exchanged packets.

extensive simulations, it is observed that the proposed IDCR-
WSN technique has minimum messaging overhead, while
the VCR and C3R exchange maximum number of messages.
The proposed technique exchanges minimum number of
packets due to the fact that only master keeper, slave keeper,
and neighboring node having sufficient energy take part in
the connectivity restoration process, while in VCR and C3R
all neighboring nodes take part in connectivity restoration
process. Moreover, all neighboring nodes in VCR and C3R
perform cascaded movement towards the failed node which
results in more messaging overhead during connectivity
restoration.
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5. Conclusion

The connectivity restoration has significant effect on the per-
formance of WSNs. In this paper we have presented IDCR-
WSN, a novel connectivity restoration approach to solve the
problem of connectivity restoration in an efficient manner.
Most of the previous works require cascaded movement of
large number of nodeswithout taking into account the energy
level of the participant nodes to restore the connectivity.
However, thisway of restoring the connectivity is not realistic.
We have proposed a novel connectivity restoration technique
IDCRWSN, which restores the connectivity with efficient
utilization of energy and minimum number of nodes to be
moved during relocation. We have compared IDCRWSN
with VCR and C3R and find out that IDCRWSN outperforms
them in terms of nodes moved, percentage of coverage
reduction, and message overhead.

Although IDCRWSN is an efficient technique, it is
designed only for the scenarios where area of interest has
stationary sensor nodes surrounded by mobile slave keepers.
For the future work, we will consider mobile nodes present
in the network. Moreover, we also intend to evaluate the
performance using more realistic mobility traces and com-
munication models.
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